
League Dek Hockey Rules at Tuttle
Columbus Dek Hockey Association

This is a recreational league of dek hockey. The games are intended to be played competitively, but the primary purpose of 
the league is to have fun, improve our abilities, and grow participation of the sport in Columbus.

General Rules and Requirements
 All adult players must wear gloves
 All players under 18 years must wear a helmet with cage, and gloves.
 Goalies must wear a complete set of goalie protective gear
 It is suggested that all players also wear shin guards, mouth guards, and jock strap (male)
 All players must have signed the CDHA Waiver / Release form (and parental consent form for players under 18)
 No violence is tolerated – by the judgment of the referee, any intentional attempt to injure another player will result

in an immediate match penalty, and possible removal from the league for severe or repeated infractions 
 If there is a disagreement regarding the rules or handling of a situation, the consensus of the present CDHA officers

will provide the final ruling.

Game Rules
 Games are played 5v5 (4 runners and 1 goalie)
 A game consists of 3 periods of 12 minutes each. The first two periods use a running clock, and the third uses 

stopped clock.
 An sudden-death overtime period of 5 minutes (running clock) is used if the game is tied at the end of regulation
 A shootout is used to resolve games that are still tied at the end of the overtime period. 

◦ A minimum of 3 rounds with each player shooting in turn
 There are no icing, offsides, or lob rules
 Hand passes are not allowed in any zone – if a player touches the ball with their hand and another teammate is the 

next to play the ball, then an immediate faceoff occurs in their defensive zone
 Penalties are delayed until the offending team touches the ball
 Goaltender Interference - goaltenders must be allowed to play their position without impeding from bodies and 

sticks of opposing players. If a goal is scored and the goalie was judged to have been interfered with the goal will 
be disallowed, with no further penalty to offending team – faceoff at center. 
◦ If the offending player was pushed into goalie by goalie's team, the goal will stand.

Minor Infractions (1 minute penalty) 
 High Sticking – any time a stick is brought above shoulder level (regardless of the location of other players) with 

two exceptions:
1. following through on a shot
2. when lifting over another player to avoid contacting them with the stick as you pass by

 Checking - any pushing, shoving, or body checking (forcefully bumping). 
◦ A stiff arm is allowed so long as a pushing/shoving motion is not used.
◦ Using the body to make space around the ball is acceptable

 Hooking – impeding the progress of another player by applying the stick to their hands or body.
◦ stick pinning, lifting, and hooking is acceptable 

 Tripping - placing his stick, knee, foot, arm, hand or elbow in such a manner that causes his opponent to trip or fall.
 Interference – 

◦ intentionally impeding the progress of another player who is not controlling the ball
◦ deliberately knocks a stick out of an opponent’s hand
◦ prevents an opponent who has lost or dropped his stick from regaining possession of it.

 Too Many Men – when 6 or more players are on the dek, and one of the entering or exiting players makes a play on
the ball.

 Delay of Game – when a player other than the goalie intentionally stalls the game by holding the ball, pinning the 
ball to the wall for an extended period of time, or falling on it

 Game Misconduct – if in the referee’s judgment, a player engages in excessively vulgar, offensive, or provocative 
behavior, verbal or physical

 Play With Broken Stick – Any player whose stick is broken must drop his stick prior to participating in the play




